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The purpose of this thesis was to examine guidance and
control deficiencies in a bank to turn (3TT) cruise fissile
with limited roll authority in the terminal honing phase of
its mission. A six degree of freedom simulation cf a
typical ETT missile was translated into FORTRAN H from the
Continuous System Modelling Program (CSMP) simulation
language and run on the IBM System 370 computer. Tests were
conducted with the revised simulation program to examine the
effects cf electronic countermeasures (ECM) blinking and
glint upcn the missile's control system and accuracy against
a simulated medium sized combatant vessel traveling at 20
knots perpendicular tc the missile's track over the earth.
In addition to the standard attack profile involving a
popout attack, several other attack profiles were tested
including skid-to-tuin (5TT) control laws and a ballistic
trajectory. Miss distances varied from 3.7 feet without ECM
or glint to 85 feet with ECM operating. Susceptibility of
the missile to ECM blinking varied with the blinking
frequency. The largest miss distances occurred with ECM
frequencies below 0.2 HZ and near 6.0 Hz. Analysis of the
data showed that errors at the low frequencies were prima-
rily caused by the bank command loop of the autopilot. Those
at the higher frequency were due to the roll rate command
loop. Variation of the geometry of the missile's flight
profile had no significant impact upon missile accuracy
except that, without a popup maneuver, the roll rate channel
demonstrated a marked decrease in effectiveness. Variation
of the autcrilot gain in ^he roll rate control locp changed
the frequency at which degradation occurred but actually
increased its effects. Skid tc turn control laws were tested
however the missile was unable to produce the necessary
sidefcrce needed to track a passive target and produced
undesireatle coupling in the flight controls. An attempt to
use the altitude command channel to fly a ballistic prcfile
was unsuccessful due to instabilities create! in the control
system. It is recommended that a popup maneuver be included
in the terminal guidance of a BTT cruise missile and that
further tests be conducted to determine the extent to which
autopilot modifications and gain adjustments can decrease
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Eank-To-Turn (BTT) control is utilized extensively or.
missiles which must cruise for long ranges within the atmos-
phere. These missiles utilize a primary lifting surface
(wing) and smaller controlling surfaces as on a conventional
airplane. This method has two primary advantages. First, the
wing provides lift to support the missile's weight at a
relatively high efficiency thereby permitting longer ranges
for a given size engine and fuel load. Second, the lift
vector can te positioned by banking the missile to provide
large lateral accelerations resulting in excellent turn
performance. Certain BTT cruise missile configurations,
however, use differential tail for roll control as opposed
to ailerons and suffer from poor roll rate and acceleration
performance. It is the investigation into the control limi-
tations of a BTT cruise missile configured this way in the
terminal homing phase which is the subject of this thesis.
E. STATEMENT OF THE EROBLEM
In order to provide compact storage of a BTT missile,
the main wings are usually folded back and designed to snap
into position as the missile emerges from its cannister at
launch. Because of this feature, it is generally not
feasible to install roll control devices at the extremities
of the wings. Roll control is normally provided by differen-
tial actuation of the tail fins of the missile. Because of
their short moment arm and small area and because the main
wing has a relatively large degree of roll damping, ETT
missiles are limited in their ability to roll rapidly.
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Because of the need to tank the missile in order to
align its lift vector in the desired direction it has been
suggested that the requirement for rapid roil maneuvering in
the terminal phase or flight would limit the accuracy of the
missile. In addition, natural fluctuations in the position
of the radar target, known as glint, and artificial fluctua-
tions due to the presence of electronic counterrreasures
(ECM) might further degrade the performance of a ETT
missile.
C. MISSION SCENARIO
1 • Control Configuration
The missile simulated in this thesis is a hypothet-
ical tank to turn cruise missile with limited roll control
authority. Its design incorporates characteristics typical
of many similar designs. The missile is equipped with a
standard rudder for yaw control and stabilators for both
roll and pitch control. Inner loop closures for stabiliza-
tion and command are included in the simulation. Command
loop closures consist of normal acceleration, bank angle,
and lateral acceleration. The lateral acceleration command
system can te used as a turn coordinator in the bank-to-turn
mode (normal) mode or as a lateral load factor (NY) command
system in a skid-tc-turn mode. Outer loop closures are
provided for altitude and flight path angle. The autopilot
control loop design is presented in detail in [Ref. 1 ].
2 . Target
The target is assumed to te a surface combatant ship
located initially 24,000 feet due North from the missile and
moving East at a constant speed of 20 knots. It is assumed
that the missile seeker tracks an aim point perfectly. The
aim point is located nominally 10 feet above the ship's
14
waterline and amidships. This aim point continually shifts
as a function of EC*! blinking and a random glint simulation.
- • I£M Simulation
The ECM blinker simulation shifts the radar target
seen by the missile's seeker forward and aft from the true
target aim point by ±75 feet along the ships longitudinal
axis at a specified frequency. The aim point is simultane-
ously shifted vertically ±10 feet at the same frequency.
4 • Mi^ck P rof iles
The attack profile used as a baseline for this simu-
lation began at 50 feet of altitude at a speed of Mach 0.75.
The missile tracked toward the target using proportional
navigation in azimuth and altitude hold at 50 feet. At a
range of 18000 feet the missile rolled to 60 degrees of bank
and turned away from the target to the right until the
target line of sight was offset by 10 degrees. When the
offset was reached, the missile climbed to an altitude of
approximately 250 feet and then dove toward the target using
proportional navigation in both azimuth and elevation. This
mission profile is often referred to as a popout attack.
Variations of this mission included eliminating the
10 degree offset turn and/or the climb to altitude and
substituting skid-to-turn control laws for some phase of the
mission. A ballistic altitude profile was also attempted.
D. EXISTING WORK
In order to exaiiine the existence of such problems an 1
to test several proposed solutions, a six degree of freedom
simulation of a typical 3TT cruise missile was produced by
1CDR Kent Watterson and published in [Ref. 1 ]. This simula-
tion was produced using the IBM Continuous System Modelling
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Program (CSMP III) simulation language. A detailed descrip-
tion of this language and its constructions is presented in
[Ref. 2] and [Ref. 3]. The simulation included dynamics,
autopilot, guidance and mission profiles. It did not repre-
sent any specific missile but, rather, included characteris-
tics typical of missiles configured in this way. In order
to overcome limitations imposed upon the simulation program
by the available computer installation, this CSMP program
was rewritten in extended FORTRAN H. This allowed greater
flexibility and full utilization of the DISSPLA graphics
programming package available at N?S. A complete copy of the
program listing is presented in Appendix D.
I. SCCPE OF TESTS
The tests conducted with the revised simulation program
were limited to examining the effects of ECF blinking and
glint upon the missile's control system and accuracy against
a simulated medium sized combatant vessel traveling at 20
knots perpendicular to the missile's track over the earth.
Alternate attack profiles using modified flight geometry
and, in some cases, skid-to-turn control laws were also
tested. A listing of the different flight profiles examined
is presented in table I.
For all flight tests of the missile, certain parameters
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* 90 degree tank on ballistic terminal trajectory
TABLE II
Simulation Variables Held Constant
Variable Name Value
**********************************************
Radar Burn-Through Range 500 ft
EC? Blinker Shifts:
Longitudinal ± 75 ft
Lateral ± 00 ft
Vertical ± 10 ft
Baseline guidance scheme:
Offset 10 deg
Popup Altitude 100 ft
Popup Eange 13000 ft




A. I3TEGEATION GF TBI EQUATIONS C? MOTION
This simulation uses the linear, six degree of freedom
equations of flight developed by Roskam in [Ref. 5: vol 1]
and modified by Hewett in [Ref. 4 ]. The CSMP program devel-
oped by Patterson [Bef. 1] used a variable step Runge-Kutta
integration method. The FORTRAN translation program uses a
INTEGRAL (YPOT PT) = Y + (YPOT)*DT (eqn 2.1)
simple Eulerian integration which is given by equation 2.1.
The incremental time element, DT, is fixed at 0.01 seconds
and the integration period lasts for less than 3 seconds.
B. PROGBAH NOMENCLATURE
A detailed description of the nomenclature used
throughout the simulation program is presented in Appendix
C. The variable names used in the FORTRAN translation are,
with few exceptions, the same as those used in the the CSMP
simulation.
C. AXIS SYSTEH
The simulation uses a right handed earth reference frame
where the x-axis points North, the y-axis points East and
the z-axis points dcwn. However, altitude and vertical
velocity are always given as positive upwards (i.e.
ALTITUDE = -Z) . For plotting the geographical track in the
cutput routines, the axes are transformed so that the
X,Y,and Z axes point rast, North and upward, respectively.
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D. FEOGEAM ABCHITECTDFE
The EOETFAN simulation program consists of an executive
program which calls seven major subroutines which are
briefly described as follows.
1 • Ii£££Ht ive Program
The main calling program is short and handles only
three tasks. It increments the TIME variable for each inte-
gration cycle. It calls the output data storage routine,
PEEPAE, at the specified output interval and it controls the
execution of multiple flights within a single program run
changing one or more key variables between the runs.
2- Subroutine I HIT
This subroutine contains a small section of execu-
table statements which resets variables to their initial
value when more than one flight is flown during a program
run. Included with this subroutine is the BLOCK DATA su vrou-
tine which must be used to initialize all variables in named
common areas. The majority of the BLOCK DATA subprogram is
taken up with arrays listed in table form which contain the
aerodynamic coefficient data for the missile. Static coef-
ficients which are functions of one variable are shown in
figures A. 2 through A. 9 Static coefficients which are func-
tions of two parameters are presented in figures A. 10
through A. 13 Dynamic coefficients are assumed to be constant
and are not presented graphically.
3 • Subrou ti ne MISSN
This subroutine dictates the mission profile. It is
divided into sections which activate in sequence as the
mission progresses. Each section takes the flight dynamics
data for the missile, compares it with the target
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acquisition data (generated in subroutine TGTNAV) and
outputs vertical and horizontal acceleration commands in the
geographic earth reference frame. These in turn are trans-
lated into commanded bank angle and normal load factor for
the missile according to equations 2.2 and 2.3. A diagram
PHIC = AECTAN (AYC/AZC) (eqn 2.2)
NZC = AZC cos (PHI) + AYC sin (PHI) (eqn 2.3)
of these vectors is given in figure A.1. Different terminal
attack profi7.es are implemented asing variations of this
subroutine, MISSN1 and 3ISSN2, which are presented in
Appendices E and F.
4 - Subroutine A PILOT
This subroutine takes the commanded normal load
factor and bank angle and applies thein to the missile
aufopilot system. A detailed discription of the design of
the missile's autopilot is presented in reference [Ref. 1].
The output of the control system is delivered in terms of
conventional airplane elevator, aileron and rudder control
positions. These are mixed to obtain the commanded missile
fin positions. The control limits of ±15 degrees are applied
to the fins and these controls are then unmixed to ofctain
the limited conventional control positions. The dynamics of
the serve actuators that move the tail surfaces are modelled
as a first order real pole. Although CSf!?-III provides
macros that perform the simulation of many types of transfer
functions within the control system only the first order
real pole transfer function was necessary for this program.
It is modelled in tie FOPTRAN translation using subroutine
REALPL, presented in the program listing in Appendix C.
5 • S ubrouti ne A EEC
Subroutine AEFC uses two table lookup routines to
retrieve the aerodynamic coefficients from the data
presented in figures A. 2 through A. 13 Linear interpolations
are used to obtain values between given parameters. Error
messages are printed when the input parameters are outside
the bounds of the data in the lookup table and these are
suppressed after about 5 successive integration cycles. AERO
completes the buildup process, uses these data to compute
the forces and moments on the aircraft and then integrates
the equations of motion to update all of the aircraft's
flight parameters and position information.
6. Subroutine TGTNAV
The TGTNAV subroutine navigates the target vessel on
a course of East at a steady speed of 20 knots. It shifts
the position of the radar target relative to its real posi-
tion according to the ECM and GLINT parameters. The GLINT
offset is produced by multiplying the GLINT shift in each
axis by a random number between -1 and 1. The GLINI offset
is calculated every output interval rather than 100 times
per second. The ECM offset is switched according to the sign
of a sine wave which runs at the EC* blinking frequency,
FEEQ. These offsets are then added to the actual target
position to produce the radar target position. Line of sight
angles and rates are calculated from this information with
the assumption that the seeker has perfect pointing
capability.
/ . Subroutine PEEPAF.
At intervals specified by the output counter, this
subroutine is called and stores up to 20 variables in a
large array call PTS. The output interval used for all tests
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was 0.20 sec. The PTS array is passed to the output routines
when the simulation run is completed. This subroutine also
converts output variables from radian to degree format and,
in the final attack phase, calculates four error functions.
These error functions are time averaged differences between
commanded variables (e.g. EANK or ROLL RATE) and their
actual counterparts. These are later used to analyse the
performance of the control system under various conditions.
8 - Subroutine OUTPUT
OUTPUT produces 3 forms of output information. The
primary data output lists the value of HISDST (the distance
at which the missile passed the target at its closest
approach), the value o •p *the error functions at the end of
the mission, and the ranges of all the variables stored.
These data are also printed to another file followed by the
full contents of the PTS array in tabular form. This gives a
numerical history of all the output variables from the start
to the finish of the mission. (Normally, to save disk space,
this file was routed to a dummy variable. It was needed only
when detailed data histories of a portion of the mission
were required.)
OUTPUT also calls the necessary DISSPLA routines to
print graphs of the output variables. The independent vari-
able in six graphs is TIME. In the seventh yraph the posi-
tions of the missile and the target ship are plotted in
three dimensional space for each output interval. Each of
the graphs in this subroutine are controlled by the setting
of 7 flags in the first column of the data statement at the
beginning of the routine (0 to pass over and 1 to plot)
.
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III. BASELINE ATTACK CONFIGURATION
A. AOTCPILCT ROLL RATE COMMAND LOOP ADJUSTMENT
Initial testing of the simulation was conducted on the
CSMP version of the program. The frequency of the EC M
tlinker was varied from 0.2 Hz to a maximum of 2.0 Hz and
the roll performance of the missile was graphed. Figure
A. 19 shews the commanded roll rate and actual roll rate
plotted against time for the duration of a thirty second
flight straight toward the target at a constant altitude of
50 feet. The target's radar position was blinked at a rate
of 0.U Hz and roll rate command was limited to 75 degrees
per sec. In the figure, the command oscillations increased
in magnitude as the target range decreased and, after 24
seconds, the autopilot commanded the maximum rate with every
shift cf the target's apparent position. While the commanded
roll rate remained at 75 degrees per second, the actual roll
rate never exceeded 35 degrees per second. Figure A. 20,
which plots the fin positions as a function of time, shows
that the fin servos never used more than 3 degrees (of the
maximum 15) of travel in either direction. To remedy this
problem, the missile autopilot roll rate command loop gain
(KROLET in the program) was increased from 0.1 to 0.5. The
value of this gain had been set by Watterson [Ref. 1] using
root locus based upon the perturbation equations of motion
[Ref. 4] in steady state level flight. Figures A. 21 an 1
A. 22 show the results of a subsequent run with the revised
guidance loop. Steady state error in roil rate was signifi-
cantly reduced and the full range of available flight
controls (±15 deg.) was used. This difference in the auto-
pilot was incorporated into the baseline program and
remained throughout all subsequent tests.
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E. EASE1INE PROGRAM
In order to provide a baseline performance record
against which to examine the effects of ECU and glint and/or
alternate attach profiles on the accuracy of the missile an
i
the perfcr nance of its control system, a standard, pet-cut
attack with an offset turn was selected and flown and is
used as a standard for comparison. The parameters which
apply to this baseline are listed in table II. Figures A. 23
through A. 28 are a complete record of the baseline prograr
run without any ECM or glint offsets applied to the target.
Figures A. 29 through A. 35 are a complete record of the base-
line program run with the ECM blinker operating at 0.2 HZ
and the glint feature operating. The complete tabular data
output from this latter run is presented in Appendix 3.
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IV. FREQUENCY SCAN TESTS
A. ERROR FUNCTIONS
For testing the effects of glint and ZCM at various
blinking frequencies against the control system of the
missile, a quantitative measure of the system's effective-
ness was npeded. Four error functions were developed for
this purpose. The time weighted difference between the
commanded value and the actual value of a variable was
computed according to equation 4.1 This time weighted error
was summed over all cf the time intervals and divided by the
ERR = DT * ABS (COMMAND - VAPIABLE) (eon 4.1)
total time to produce the error function for the variable.






2. ROLL FATE ROLRT
3. AZIMUTH LOS RATE 0.0
4. ELEVATION LOS RATE 0.0
***********************************
listed in Table III. In the terminal phase where propor-
tional guidance is used in both the azimuth and elevation
channels, the commanded azimuth and elevation angle rates
are zero to produce a constant bearing intercept.
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B. ECM PHASING
At lew frequency blinking rates, the phase of the ZC V
tlinker at the start cf the mission had a very large effect
on the miss distance. To minimize the iistortion of the data
due to this effect, a phase variable was added to the EC M
generator to change the phase cf the blinker at the start of
each run. Four runs \»ere conducted at each frequency using
values of 0.0, PI/2, EI, (3/2) FI for the phase variable. The
data for each frequency were averaged to get mean values for
the miss distance and each error function.
C. BASELINE TEST RESULTS
1 • I£ H Free uen cy Scans
Four simulated flights were conducted at each
frequency from 0.0 tc 30 Hz. Glint was disabled for the
course of these tests. The attack profile flown was the
baseline popout attack mission. A graph of the mean value of
the miss distance (MISDST) versus frequency is presented in
figure A. 36 The data show that maximum miss distance occurs
in the very low frequency range of the the order of 0.2 Hz
and again to a lesser degree in the vicinity cf 6 Hz.
Figures A. 40 and A. 44 are plots of the error function means
against frequency for the autopilot command errors and the
tracking errors respectively. These data show that the bank
angle command loop is susceptible to ECM frequencies cf the
order of 0.2 Hz while the roll rate command loop is
primarily responsible for the errors that occur at the
higher frequencies in the range of 5 to 10 Hz. Figure A. 44
also demonstrates that the time averaged tracking errors
follow the same basic pattern.
Figures A. 48 through A. 53 demonstrate these effects
in flight. Figures A. 43 and A. 51 s.iow the bank angle an i
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roll rate performance of the baseline missile without ECM.
Eoth variables track closely to their commanded values with
the exception of a snail, steady state error in the rate
channel which is most evident at large commanded rates.
Figures A. 49 and A. 50 show the effects of ECM at 0.4 and 6.0
Hz upon the bank channel. In figure A. 49 significant errors
exist in bank as the system cannot keep up with the large,
sudden changes in commanded bank caused by the ECU shift of
the target. The bracket in figure A. 49 is drawn between two
corresponding points to emphasize the large lag present in
the channel. Roll rate tracks close to its commanded level
at this frequency.
At 6.0 Hz, figures A. 52 and A. 53 show the opposite
effect. In figure A . 53 the bracket emphasizes the large lag
that exists in the aircraft roll response to the rapid
changes in rate command. The bank command loop at this
frequency has effectively filtered out most of the high
frequency input.
The results cf the frequency scan tests showed that
the baseline 3TT cruise missile simulated by the program was
more susceptible to ECM frequencies in the vicinity of 0.2
and 6.0 Hz due to the excitation of the bank and roll rate
command loops respectively. If distances greater than 20 ft
from the center of the target are considered likely misses,
then the excitation of the roll rate command loop did not
produce enough error to cause a likely miss. The best
results, from the target's point of view, will be obtained
with low blinking frequencies in the vicinity of 0.2 ?,? .
2. Effects of Glint
In order to isolate the effects of glint, the baseline
configuration was flown without ECM or glint and again with
glint only. Figure A. 33 shows a trace of the random glint
disp laceiient applied tc the target's position as a function
of time. Figures A. 23 through A. 28, which trace the
missile's load factor, bank angle, roil rate and flight
controls without glint, may be compared with figures A. 54
through A. 57 which shew the sane traces for the mission with
glint
.
The miss distance recorded without glint and an EC*1
phase of was 3.7 feet. The distance measured with glint
was 9.4 feet. Although these distances are very small
compared with the miss distances achieved with ECM, the
degradation induced by glint was large (154 percent)
compared to the best obtainable value. Ways of minimizing
the effect of random perturbations in the target position
due to radar glint will make a significant improvement in
the missile's accuracy in the absence of EC'-l and should be
developed.
Since the miss distances without ECM and glint were
very small compared to those obtained with very slow
blinking frequencies (0.0^ to 0.2 Hz), further tests should
be run concentrating on ECM in the very low frequency range.
These tests should obtain a much larger sample of ECM phases
in order to best define the shape of the miss distance curve
below 0.2 Hz.
D. AITEENATE CONFIGURATION FREQUENCY SCAN RESULTS
1
• l!i§§i<ll! Profile
Similar frequency scan profiles were flown using the
MISSN1 (Appendix E) subroutine to generate the guidance
commands for configurations II, III and IV. These attack
profiles committed the offset turn and proceeded straight
toward the target using proportional navigation in azimuth
from start to finish. The popup maneuver was commenced at
15000 feet from the target. Of ranges from 20,000 to 5,000
28
feet which were tested, 15,000 feet produced the 31 est
consistent hits with a 200 foot popup altitude command. All
subseguent tests of these missile attack configurations used
15,000 ft. popup range and a 200 ft. altitude command when
the maneuver was performed.
An algorithm was added to the baseline proportional
guidance scheme for the terminal phase which ensured that
the missile rolled to place the nearest of the positive or
negative Z-axis vectors on the direction commanded by the
guidance system. This ensured that the missile would command
negative load factor rather than trying to roll the missile
upside down as it reached the apex of its climb. Azimuthal
accelerations commanded by the guidance were still achieved
by banking the missile except for configuration V.
A complete set of mission profile graphs for config-
urations II, III, and IV against a target with glint and ZCM
blinking at 0.2 Hz are presented in figures A. 58 through
A. 75
2 . Frequency Scan Results
a. Miss Distances
Each configuration was flown against the target
four times per test frequency. The tests covered a range of
blinker frequencies from 0.05 through 30.0 Hz. The mean miss
distances recorded are graphically presented as a function
of frequency in figures A. 37 through A. 39 The results
obtained were very siirilar to those obtained from the tase-
line configuration. There were two areas of higher than
normal errors, one at low frequency below 0.2 Hz and another
at a higher frequency near 6.0 Hz. Table 17 compares the
miss distances for each of the configurations.
The maximum values that occurred for all config-


























exception: changing the roll rate gain from 0.5 to 0.1
eliminated the maximum at the higher frequency. In addition,
the magnitude of the errors did not differ significantly.
(The baseline shows a smaller magnitude because the data do
not extend below 0.2 Hz. while the other configurations were
tested down to 0.1 and 0.05 Hz) . Changing the attack geom-
etry of the missile did not significantly alter its suscep-
tibility to ECM jamming within the scope of these tests.
Altering the gain of the roll rate command channel in the
missile autopilot significantly decreased its susceptibility
to ECM blinking at higher frequencies. Further testing
should be conducted to determine the extent to which auto-
pilot modifications and gain adjustments can decrease the
effectiveness of an ECM blinker against a bank to turn
missile.
b. Autopilot Errors
Figures A. 40 through A. 43 graphically present
the error functions for both the bank angle and rcll rate
command loops withir the autopilot. These functions are
representative of the ability of the missile to follow the
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commands given it by the autopilot (the higher the function,
the poorer the performance). As with the baseline configura-
tion these figures demonstrate that the bank angle loop
contributed most to the errors at low frequency and the rcll































is a summary of these graphs.
Magnitude of the bank error function and the
frequency at which it occurred were not significantly
altered in any one of the tested configurations. Changing
the geometry of the attack had no effect on the frequency at
which ECU was most effective against the roll rate control
system, however the magnitude of the errors were increased
by approximately 50 percent when the popup maneuver was
eliminated (configuration III) .
Decreasing the roll rate autopilot gain from 0.^
to 0.1 (configuration IV) moved the resonant frequency for
the roll rate command system to a lower frequency but
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increased the magnitude of the errors by more than 103
percent. This effect is reflected in the miss distance
graphs (figures A. 36 through A. 39) in the disappearance of
the distinct maximum at 6 HZ ar.d a widening of the lower
maximum (figure A. 2 9). Altering the autopilot gain was
effective at moving the resonant frequency to a different
region but could not eliminate its effect.
c. Tracking System Errors
Errors in the tracking loops are charted in
figures A.UU through A. 47. These errors fellow the trends
of the autopilot and miss distance errors. At the lower
frequencies, azimuth performance was dominant while at
higher frequencies the elevation tracking loop experienced
the largest degradation.
3 • Skid To Tu rn Guidance Ees ul t
s
The MISSN1 subroutine was further modified to allow
the lateral load factor command variable, NYC, to be set
according to guidance commands rather than being kept at
zero for turn coordination purposes. The commanded bank
angle was set to zero in the terminal phase in order to
examine the effectiveness of lateral 3 command. No changes
to the basic dynamics of the autopilot were made. The
missile was flown in this confi juration against a passive
target. Figures A. 76 through A. 81 present the full data set
from this test. The missile splashed into the water 99 feet
left and short of the target. Once the missile came within 5
seconds cf impact, cress coupling between the rudder channel
and normal load factor, roll rate and bank can be seen in
the figures. Although the rudder commands were never satu-
rated, neither could the lateral load factor control icop
create enough sideforce to follow the ship's lateral drift
to the right. The addition of ECM and/or glint would have
32
only worsened the performance of the missile in this config-
uration. No further tests of this configuration were
conducted. The use of skid-to-turn control laws could not
produce sufficient sideforce to adequately follow a passive
crossing target and produced excessive coupling into the
longitudinal and lateral flight controls of the missile.
y • ballistic Trajectory
Eecause the majority of the apparent target shift
with ECU blinking occurs in the horizontal plane, an attempt
was made to place the missile on a ballistic trajectory and
then roil the aircraft to 90 degrees angle of bank until
impact using the primary load factor to follow the ZC1
target and lateral load factor to maintain the ballistic
trajectory. In order to fly the ballistic trajectory, the
altitude hold system was driven by a commanded altitude
slaved to a parabolic trajectory derived from the missile's
vertical speed and range to the target according to equation
AIT = HMDCT*RANGE/VE + (G/2) * (RANGE/VT) 2 + 10 (eqn 4.2)
4.2. where H?1D0T,VH and VT are the vertical, horizontal
and total speeds of the missile. The controlling subroutine
used for this mission was MISSN2 and is presented in
Appendix F.
Figures A. 82 through A. 8 5 show that the addition of
the dynamics of the altitude command loop made the missile's
control system unstable. Oscillations to the limits
occurred in normal load factor and in roll rate.
Considerable cross coupling occurred between the lateral-
directional and longitudinal dynamics of the missile. The
attempt to fly a ballistic trajectory using the existing
altitude control system was unsuccessful. In order to fly
the attempted profile, a major redesign of the missile's
autopilot would be necessary.
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V- CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions listed below were derived from analysis
of the results of simulated flights conducted using the
baseline popout attack profile configuration, three varia-
tions of the baseline attack, a skid-to-turn control config-
uration and a ballistic altitude trajectory.
A. EASE1INE CONFIGURATION TESTS
At lew frequency blinking rates, the phase of the ECM
blinker had a very large effect on the miss distance.
The test obtainable performance for the baseline mission
without ECH or glint was a miss distance of 3. ~> feet. The
addition of GLINT prcduced a miss distance of 9.7 feet, a
degradation of 154 percent.
The hank angle cenmand loop of the missile autopilot in
the baseline configuration was especially susceptible to ECtf
frequencies of the order of 0.2 Hz while the roll rate
command loof was primarily affected at the higher frequen-
cies in the range of 5 to 10 Ez. The time averaged tracking
errors also followed the same basic pattern.
If distances greater than 20 ft fron the center cf the
target are considered likely misses, then the excitaticn of
the rcll rate command loop did not produce enough errcr to
cause a likely miss. The best results, from the target's
point of view, will te obtained with low blinking frequen-
cies in the vicinity cf 0.2 Hz.
B. ALTERNATE ATTACK EF.OFILE CONFIGURATIONS
In terms of the average miss distances measured,
changing the flight geometry of the missile did not signifi-
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cantly alter its susceptibility to SC.M jamming withir. the
scope of these tests.
Altering the gain of the roll rate command channel in
the baseline missile autopilot significantly decreased its
susceptibility to EC.*! blinking at higher frequencies.
Changing the geometry of the attack had no effect on the
magnitude of the bark error function and the frequency at
which its maximum occurred.
Changing the roll rate gain from 0.5 to 0.1 had no
noticeable affect on the magnitude of the bank error func-
tion and the frequency at which its maximum occurred.
Changing the geoiietry of the attack had no effect on the
frequency at which ECM was most effective against the roll
rate control system, however the magnitude of the errors
were increased by approximately 50 percent when the popup
maneuver was eliminated (configuration III)
.
Decreasing the rcll rate autopilot gain from 0.5 to 0.1
(configuration IV) moved the resonant frequency for the rcll
rate command system tc a lower frequency but increased the
magnitude of the errors by more than 100 percent. This
effect was reflected in the miss distance data by the disap-
pearance of the distinct maximum at 6 HZ and a widening of
the lower maximum. Altering the autopilot gain was effective
at moving the resonant frequency to a different region but
could not eliminate its effect and, in this case enlarged
it.
Errors in the azimuth and elevation tracking loops
closely followed the trends of the autopilot and miss
distance errors. At the lower frequencies, azimuth perform-
ance was dominant while at higher frequencies the elevation
tracking loop experienced the largest degradation.
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C. SKID TO TURN CONTEOL
The use of skid-to-turn control laws could not produce
sufficient sideforce to adequately follow a passive crossing
target and produced excessive coupling into the Longitudinal
and lateral flight ccrtrols of the missile.
D. BALLISTIC ATTACK PROFILE
The attempt to fly a ballistic trajectory using the
existing altitude control system was unsuccessful. In order
to fly the attempted profile, a major redesign of the
missile's autopilot wculd be necessary.
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VI. SECOHMENDATIONS
Ways of minimizing the effect of random perturbations in
the target position due to radar jlint will make a signifi-
cant improvement in the missile's accuracy in the absence of
ECM and should be developed.
Further testing should be conducted to determine the
extent to which autopilot modifications and gain adjustments
can decrease the effectiveness of an SCM blinker against a
bank to turn missile.
Since the elimination of a popup increased roil rate
errors by 50 percent, a popup profile is recommended for the
terminal phase of a BTT cruise missile. Further testing
should be conducted to determine the effects of different
popup profiles on the susceptibility of the roll rate
command system to ECM blinking.
Since the miss distances without EC.M and glint were
very small compared to those with very slow blinking
frequencies (0.05 to 0.2 Hz), further tests should be run
concentrating on EC^ in the very low frequency range. These
tests should obtain a much larger sample of EC^ phases in
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Figure A. 25 Baseline - no ECM or GLINT - Bank.
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Figure A. 75 Conf . IV Mission Set - Geo Plot
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Figure A. 80 Conf. V Mission Set - Altitude
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Figure A. 84 Conf. VI Mission Set - Roll Rate
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